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Abstract. Our goal is to help automate the capture and broad-
cast of lectures to online audiences. Such systems have two
interrelated design components. The technology component
includes hardware and associated software. The aesthetic com-
ponent comprises the rules and idioms that human videogra-
phers follow to make a video visually engaging; these rules
guide hardware placement and software algorithms. We report
the design of a complete system that captures and broadcasts
lectures automatically and report on a user study and a de-
tailed set of video-production rules obtained from professional
videographers who critiqued the system, which has been de-
ployed in our organization for 2 years. We describe how the
system can be generalized to a variety of lecture room envi-
ronments differing in room size and number of cameras. We
also discuss gaps between what professional videographers do
and what is technologically feasible today.
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1 Introduction

Online broadcasting of lectures and presentations, live and on-
demand, is increasingly popular in universities and corpora-
tions as a way of overcoming temporal and spatial constraints
on live attendance. For instance, at Stanford University, lec-
tures from over 50 courses are made available online every
quarter [25]. Similarly, the University of Washington’s Pro-
fessional Master’s Program offers its courses online to help
people further their educational and professional goals [20].
As an example of corporate education, Microsoft supported
367 online training lectures with more than 9000 online view-
ers in 1999 alone [12].

Although online viewing provides a convenient way for
people to view lectures at a more convenient time and location,
the cost of capturing content can be prohibitive, primarily due
to the cost of hiring professional videographers. This could
be addressed with automated camera management systems
requiring little or no human intervention. Even if the result-
ing quality does not match that of professional videographers,

the professionals can handle the most important broadcasts,
with a system capturing presentations that otherwise would be
available only to physically present audiences.

Two major components are needed in such a system:

1. A technology component: Hardware (cameras, micro-
phones, and computers that control them) and software
to track and frame lecturers when they move around and
point and to detect and frame audience members who ask
questions.

2. An aesthetic component: Rules and idioms that profes-
sionals follow to make the video visually engaging. The
automated system should make every effort to meet ex-
pectations that online audiences have based on viewing
lectures produced by professional videographers.

These components are interrelated: aesthetic choices will de-
pend on the available hardware and software, and the resulting
rules must in turn be represented in software and hardware.
In this paper, we address both components. Specifically, we
present a complete system that automatically captures and
broadcasts lectures and a set of video-production rules ob-
tained from professional videographers who critiqued it. The
system [15,21,22] has been used on a daily basis in our organi-
zation for about 2 years, allowing more lectures to be captured
than our human videographer could have handled.

The goal of this paper is to share our experience building
such a system with the practitioners in the field to facilitate
their construction of similar systems, and to identify unsolved
problems requiring further research. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 reviews research on lecture
room automation. In Sect. 3, we present the system and its
components, including the hardware and the lecturer-tracking,
audience-tracking, and virtual director software modules. In
Sect. 4, we describe the design and results of a user study. In
Sect. 5, we present rules obtained from professional videog-
raphers and analyze the feasibility of automating them with
today’s technologies. In Sect. 6, we describe how the system
can be generalized to a variety of lecture room environments
that differ in room size and number of cameras. Concluding
remarks follow in Sect. 7.
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2 Related work

In this section, we provide a brief review of related work on in-
dividual tracking techniques, videography rules, and existing
automated lecture capture systems.

2.1 Tracking techniques

Tracking technology is required both to keep the camera fo-
cused on the lecturer and to display audience members when
they talk. There are obtrusive tracking techniques, in which
people wear infrared, magnetic, or ultrasound sensors, and un-
obtrusive tracking techniques, which rely on computer vision
and microphone arrays.

Obtrusive tracking devices emit electric or magnetic sig-
nals that are used by a nearby receiver unit to locate the lecturer.
This technique has been used in commercial products [17] and
research prototypes [16]. Although obtrusive tracking is usu-
ally reliable, wearing an extra device during a lecture can be
inconvenient.

A rich literature in computer-vision techniques supports
unobtrusive tracking. These include skin-color-based track-
ing [26], motion-based tracking [8], and shape-based tracking
[2]. Another unobtrusive technique, based on microphone ar-
ray sound source localization (SSL), is most suited for locat-
ing talking audience members in a lecture room. Various SSL
techniques exist as research prototypes [3,5,14,27] and com-
mercial products (e.g., PictureTel [18] and PolyCom [19]).

To summarize, obtrusive solutions are more reliable
but less convenient. The quality of unobtrusive vision and
microphone-array-based techniques is quickly approaching
that of obtrusive solutions, especially in the context of lec-
ture room camera management.

2.2 Videography rules

Various directing rules developed in the film industry [1] and
for graphics avatar systems [11] are loosely related to our
work. However, there is a major difference. In film and avatar
systems, a director has multiple physically or virtually mov-
able cameras that can shoot a scene from almost any an-
gle. In contrast, our camera shots are constrained: we have
pan/tilt/zoom cameras, but they are physically anchored in the
room. Therefore, many film industry rules are not applicable
to a lecture capture system and serve only as high-level con-
siderations.

2.3 Related systems

In [16], Mukhopadhyay and Smith present a lecture-capturing
system that uses a magnetic device to track the lecturer and a
static camera to capture the podium area. Because their system
records multiple multimedia streams independently on sepa-
rate computers, synchronization of those streams was their key
focus. In our system, various software modules cooperatively
film the lecture seamlessly, so synchronization is not a con-
cern. Our main focus is on sophisticated camera management
strategies.

Bellcore’sAutoAuditorium [4] is a pioneer in lecture room
automation. It uses multiple cameras to capture the lecturer,
the stage, the screen, and the podium area from the side. A
director module selects which video to show to the remote au-
dience based on heuristics. The AutoAuditorium system con-
cerns overlap with ours but differ substantially in the richness
of video production rules, the types of tracking modules used,
and the overall system architecture. Furthermore, no user study
of AutoAuditorium is available. Our system, in contrast, has
been in continuous evolution and use for the past 2 years, as
described below.

Liu et al. recently developed a lecture broadcasting system
that allows multiple operators to manually control one or more
lecture room cameras [14]. They propose an optimization al-
gorithm to mediate between different operator requests. This
is an interesting way to utilize human knowledge. Song et al.
at UC-Berkeley independently developed a similar technique
to allow multiple human controls of a remote camera [23,24].
These systems focused on improving manual control by non-
professionals; our system aims to automate the lecture capture
and broadcast process.

Several other lecture room automation projects focus on
different aspects of classroom experience. For example, Class-
room2000 [6] focuses on recording notes in a class. It also
captures audio and video, but by using a single fixed cam-
era it limits the coverage and avoids the issues addressed
in our research. Cruz and Hill [7] discuss efforts on cross-
media indexing. Gleicher and Masanz [10] deal with offline
lecture video editing. There is also a rich but tangential litera-
ture on video-mediated communication systems (e.g., Hydra,
LiveWire, Montage, Portholes, and Brady Bunch) surveyed in
[9].

To summarize, few prior efforts to build automated cam-
era management systems involve a complete system. There
exist diverse computer-vision and microphone-array tracking
techniques, but their integration in a lecture room environment
has not been deeply studied. Furthermore, there is almost no
attempt to construct software modules based on observations
of professional video production teams. Finally, there are few
systematic studies of professional video production rules. This
paper focuses on the integration of individual tracking tech-
niques in lecture room environments, detailing the design of
a camera management framework that studies indicate can
achieve results approaching those of a professional video pro-
duction team. In the next few sections, we present the sys-
tem/technology and the aesthetic/videography components.

3 System and technology component

To produce high-quality lecture videos, human operators need
to perform many tasks, including tracking a moving lecturer,
locating a talking audience member, showing presentation
slides, and selecting the most suitable video from multiple
cameras. Consequently, high-quality videos are usually pro-
duced by a video production team that includes a director and
multiple cameramen. We organize our system according to
such a two-level structure (Fig. 1). At the lower level, multi-
ple virtual cameramen (VC) are responsible for basic video
shooting tasks such as tracking the lecturer or locating a talk-
ing audience. At the upper level, a virtual director (VD) col-
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Fig. 1. Dashed lines indicate status and
command signals. Solid lines indicate
video data. VC stands for virtual camer-
amen and VD stands virtual director. It is
worth noting that, even though we represent
various VCs and VD with different com-
puters, they can actually reside in a single
computer running multiple threads

lects all the necessary information from the VCs, makes an
informed decision as to which should be the final video out-
put, and switches the video mixer to that camera. The edited
lecture video is then encoded for both live broadcasting and
on-demand viewing. For our first trial, we chose to use one
lecturer-tracking VC, one audience-tracking VC, one slide-
tracking VC, one overview VC, and one VD (Fig. 1). Note
that, although the various VC/VDs are represented as differ-
ent computers, they can actually reside in a single computer
running different threads.

Figure 2 shows a top view of the lecture room where our
system is physically installed. The lecturer normally moves
behind the podium and in front of the screen. The audience
area, about 50 seats, is to the right of the figure. Four cameras
are devoted to lecturer tracking, audience tracking, a static
overview, and slide tracking (e.g., a scan converter) to capture
the screen display. The following is a list of the system AV
hardware:

Fig. 2. Top view of the lecture room layout

• Two Sony EVI-D30 pan/tilt/zoom cameras for captur-
ing lecturer and audience. The EVI camera pans between
[−100◦, +100◦], tilts between [−25◦, +25◦], and a high-
est zoom level of 12×.

• A Super Circuit PC60XSA camera to monitor a lecturer’s
movement. It has a horizontal field of view (FOV) of 74◦.

• A Pelco Spectra II camera for the overview shot. We use
this particular camera because it had been installed in the
lecture room before our system was deployed. Nothing
prevents the use of a low-end video camera, such as a
PC60XSA.

• Two cheap Super Circuit PA3 omnidirectional micro-
phones used in detecting which audience member is talk-
ing.

• A Panasonic WJ MX50 audio-video mixer. This low-end
analog mixer takes four inputs and can be controlled by
a computer via RS 232 link. We are currently working
on a purely digital solution to render this MX50 mixer
unnecessary.

The user interface for the remote audience is shown in Fig. 3.
To the left is a standard Windows MediaPlayer window. The
output of lecturer-tracking, audience-tracking, and overview
cameras are edited by the VD, and one is displayed in this
window. The output of the slide-tracking camera is displayed
to the right. An alternative would be to eliminate the latter
window and integrate the output of the slide-tracking camera
with the others. However, the Fig. 3 interface was already
in use by our organization’s lecture-capture team for lectures
captured by a professional videographer.To obtain a controlled
comparison, we use the same interface for our system. Note
that a similar user interface was used in [16].

Because the overview VC constantly and statically views
the whole lecture room, no tracking is needed. For the slideVC
it is also relatively simple – it uses color histogram difference
to determine if a new slide is shown. The lecturer-tracking and
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Fig. 3. User interface for rewmote audience

audience-tracking VC modules require much more complex
sensor arrangements and framing rules. We next discuss these
two modules as well as the critical VD module.

3.1 Lecturer-tracking VC

The lecturer-tracking VC must follow the lecturer’s move-
ment and gestures for a variety of shots: close-up to focus on
expression, median shots for gestures, and long shots for con-
text. As detailed in Sect. 2, various tracking techniques are
available. We excluded obtrusive tracking techniques because
of their unnecessary inconvenience. Of computer-vision and
microphone-array techniques, the former is better suited for
tracking the lecturer. In an unconstrained environment, reli-
able tracking of a target remains an open computer vision re-
search problem. For example, some techniques can only track
for a limited duration before the target begins to drift away;
others require manual initialization of color, snakes, or blob
[2]. While perfectly valid in their targeted applications, these
approaches could not provide a fully automated system.

A lecture room environment imposes both challenges and
opportunities. On one hand, a lecture room is usually dark
and the lighting conditions change drastically when a lecturer
switches from one slide to another. Most color-based and edge-
based tracking cannot handle poor and variable lighting. On
the other hand, we can exploit domain knowledge to make the
tracking task manageable:

1. A lecturer is usually moving or gesturing during the lec-
ture, so motion information can be an important tracking
cue.

2. A lecturer’s moving space is usually confined to the
podium area, which allows a tracking algorithm to pre-
define a tracking region to help distinguish the lecturer’s
movement from that of the audience.

The first of these allows the use of simple frame-to-frame
difference to conduct tracking for a real-time system. The sec-
ond allows us to specify a podium area in the video frame so
that a motion-based tracking algorithm is not distracted by au-
dience movement. We mounted a static wide-angle camera on
top of the lecturer-tracking camera and used the video frame
difference from the wide-angle camera to guide the active cam-
era to pan, tilt, and zoom (Fig. 4a). This tracking scheme does
not require a lecturer to wear extra equipment, nor does it
require human assistance.

A noticeable problem with our first prototype system [15]
was that the lecturer-tracking camera moved too often – it
continuously chased a moving lecturer. This could distract
viewers. The current system uses the history of a lecturer’s
activity to anticipate future locations and frames them accord-
ingly. For example, for a lecturer with an “active” style, the
lecturer-tracking VC will zoom out to cover the lecturer’s en-
tire activity area instead of continually chasing with a tight
shot. This greatly reduces unnecessary camera movement.

Let (xt,yt) be the location of the lecturer estimated from
the wide-angle camera. Before the VD cuts to the lecturer-

Fig. 4. a Lecturer-tracking camera: the top portion
is a static wide-angle camera. b Audience-tracking
camera: the lower portion is a two-microphone array
used to estimate sound source location

a b
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tracking camera at time t, the lecturer-tracking VC will pan/tilt
the camera such that it locks and focuses on location (xt,yt). To
determine the zoom level of the camera, the lecturer-tracking
VC maintains the trajectory of lecturer location in the past T
seconds, (X,Y) = {(x1,y1), . . . , (xt,yt), . . . , (xT ,yT )}. Cur-
rently, T is set to 10 s. The bounding box of the activity area
in the past T seconds is then given by a rectangle (XL, YT ,
XR, YB), where they are the leftmost, topmost, rightmost,
and bottom-most points in the set (X,Y). If we assume the
lecturer’s movement is piecewise stationary, we can use (XL,
YT , XR, YB) as a good estimate of where the lecturer will be
in the next T′ seconds. The zoom level ZL is calculated as
follows:

ZL = min(
HFOV

� (XR, XL)
,

V FOV
� (YB , YT )

), (1)

where HFOV and VFOV are the horizontal and vertical field
of views of the Sony camera, and � (, ) represents the angle
spanned by the two arguments in the Sony camera’s coordinate
system.

3.2 Audience-tracking VC

Showing audience members when they ask questions is impor-
tant in making useful and interesting lecture videos. Because
the audience area is usually quite dark and audience members
may sit close to each other, computer-vision-based audience
tracking will not work. A better sensing modality is based
on microphone arrays, where the audience-tracking VC esti-
mates the sound source using the microphones and uses this
to control a camera.

As mentioned in Sect. 2, there are commercial products
that implement SSL steered tracking cameras (e.g., Picture-
Tel [18] and PolyCom [19]). However, they do not expose
their APIs and do not satisfy our framing strategies. For ex-
ample, their response time is not quick enough and they do
not accept commands such as “pan slowly from left to right”.
To have full control of the audience-tracking VC module, we
developed our own SSL techniques. Within various SSL ap-
proaches, the generalized cross-correlation (GCC) approach
receives the most research attention and is the most successful
[5,28]. Let s(n) be the source signal and x1(n) and x2(n) be
the signals received by the two microphones:

x1(n) = as(n − D) + h1(n) ∗ s(n) + n1(n)
x2(n) = bs(n) + h2(n) ∗ s(n) + n2(n) ,

(2)

where D is the time delay of arrival (TDOA), a and b are
signal attenuations, n1(n) and n2(n) are the additive noise,
and h1(n) and h2(n) represent the reverberations. Assuming
the signal and noise are uncorrelated, D can be estimated by
finding the maximum GCC between x1(n) and x2(n):

D = arg max
τ

R̂x1x2(τ)

R̂x1x2(τ) =
1
2π

∫ π

−π

W (ω)Gx1x2(ω)ejωτdω,
(3)

where R̂x1x2(τ) is the cross correlation of x1(n) and
x2(n), Gx1x2(ω) is the Fourier transform of R̂x1x2(τ), i.e.,

the cross power spectrum, and W (w) is the weighting func-
tion.

In practice, choosing the right weighting function is of
great significance in achieving accurate and robust time delay
estimation. As seen in Eq. 2, there are two types of noise in the
system: background noise n1(n) and n2(n) and reverberations
h1(n) and h2(n). Previous research suggests that the maxi-
mum likelihood (ML) weighting function is robust to back-
ground noise and the phase transformation (PHAT) weighting
function is better at dealing with reverberations [28]:

WML(ω) =
1

|N(ω)|2

WPHAT(ω) =
1

|Gx1x2(ω)|
,

where |N(w)|2 is the noise power spectrum.
These weighting functions are at two extremes: WML(w)

puts too much emphasis on “noiseless” frequencies,
whereas WPHAT(w) treats all frequencies equally. We
developed a new weighting function that simultaneously
deals with background noise and reverberations [28]:

WMLR(ω) =
|X1(ω)||X2(ω)|

2q|X1(ω)|2|X2(ω)|2+(1−q)|N2(ω)|2|X1(ω)|2+|N1(ω)|2|X2(ω)|2 ,

where q ∈ [0, 1] is the proportion factor and Xi(ω), i = 1, 2,
is the Fourier transfer of xi(n). Experimentally, we found
q = 0.3 is a good value for typical lecture rooms.

Once the time delay D is estimated by the above proce-
dure, the sound source direction can be estimated given the
microphone array geometry. As shown in Fig. 5, let the two
microphones be at locations A and B, where AB is called the
baseline of the microphone array. Let the active camera be at
location O, whose optical axis is perpendicular to AB. The
goal of SSL is to estimate the angle � COX such that the ac-
tive camera can point in the right direction. When the distance
of the target, i.e., |OC|, is much larger than the length of the
baseline |AB|, the angle � COX can be estimated as follows
[5]:

� COX ≈ � BAD = arcsin
|BD|
|AB| = arcsin

D × v

|AB| , (4)

where D is the time delay and v = 342m/s is the speed of
sound traveling in air.

To estimate the panning angles of the active camera, we
need at least two microphones in a configuration similar to
that in Fig. 5. If we want to estimate the tilting angle as well,

Fig. 5. Sound source localization
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we need a third microphone. By having four microphones in a
planar grid, we can estimate the distance of the sound source in
addition to the pan/tilt angles [5]. Of course, adding more mi-
crophones increases the system complexity. In our particular
application, however, simpler solutions are available. Because
audience members are typically sitting on their seats, if the ac-
tive camera is mounted slighted above eye level, tilting is not
necessary. Furthermore, because estimating sound source dis-
tance is still less robust than estimating sound source direction,
in our current system we focus our attention only on how to
accurately control the panning angles of the active camera. In
our hardware configuration (Fig. 4b), two microphones (PA3)
are put below the audience-tracking camera, while the hor-
izontal centers of the microphone array and the camera are
aligned.

3.3 VC-VD communication protocol

Our system’s two-level virtual camera-virtual director struc-
ture simulates a professional video production crew. This ar-
rangement also allows for clean separation between policy
and mechanism. The VCs handle the low-level chores of con-
trolling the camera (e.g., tracking the lecturer or the audience
member raising a question) and periodically report their status
to the VD. The VD module, which encodes the high-level poli-
cies, then makes an informed decision on which VC’s camera
is chosen to broadcast. The VC-VD communication protocol
is therefore of crucial importance to the success of the system.

Our first prototype [15] supported limited communication.
For example, the VD only informed a VC if its camera was
being selected as the output camera, and theVCs only reported
to the VD if they were ready or not ready. Sophisticated rules,
such as audience panning and slide changing, were not sup-
ported. Our current system employs a more comprehensive set
of status and commands. The VCs report the following status
information to the VD:

• Mode: Is the camera panning, focusing, static, or dead?
• Action: Is the camera aborting, waiting, trying, doing, or

done with an action that the VD requested?
• Scene: Is there activity in the scene: is the lecturer moving,

audience talking, or slide changing?
• Score: How good is this shot; for example, what is the

zoom level of the camera?
• Confidence: How confident is a VC in a decision, for ex-

ample, that a question comes from a particular audience
area?

The VD sends the following commands to the VCs:

• Mode: Let the camera do a pan, focus, or static shot.
• Status: If the VC’s camera is selected as preview, on air,

or off air.

This communication protocol allows the VD and VCs to ex-
change information effectively in support of more sophisti-
cated video production rules. For example, we can provide
a slow pan of the audience, and the duration of focus on a
questioner is a function of our confidence in the SSL.

3.4 Virtual director

The responsibility of the VD module is to gather and analyze
reports from different VCs, to make intelligent decisions on
which camera to select, and to control the video mixer to gen-
erate the final video output. Just like video directors in real
life, a good VD module observes the rules of cinematography
and video editing to make the recording more informative and
entertaining. Here we focus on how a flexible VD module can
easily encode various editing rules. We equipped the VD with
two tools: an event generator to trigger switching from one
camera to another and a finite state machine (FSM) to decide
which camera to switch to.

3.4.1 Event generator – when to switch

The event generator generates two types of events that
cause the VD to switch cameras: STATUS CHANGE and
TIME EXPIRE.

STATUS CHANGE events

When there is a scene change, such as an audience member
speaking, or an action change, such as a camera changing
from doing to done, the event generator generates a STA-
TUS CHANGE event. The VD then takes actions to handle
this event (e.g., switches to a different camera).

TIME EXPIRE events

In video production, switching from one camera to another is
called a cut. The period between two cuts is called a video
shot. An important video editing rule is that a shot should not
be too long or too short. To enact this rule, each camera has
a minimum shot duration DMIN and a maximum allowable
duration DMAX. If a shot length is less than DMIN, no camera
switch is made. On the other hand, if a camera has been on
longer than its DMAX, a TIME EXPIRE event is generated and
sent to the VD. Currently, DMIN is set to 5 s for all cameras,
based on the professionals’ suggestions.

Two factors affect a shot’s length DMAX: the nature of the
shot and the quality of the shot. The nature of a shot determines
a base duration DBASE for each camera. For example, lecturer-
tracking shots are longer than overview shots because they are
in general more interesting. The quality of a shot is defined
as a weighted combination of the camera zoom level ZL and
tracking confidence levelCL.The quality of the shot affects the
value of DMAX in that high-quality shots should be allowed to
last longer than low-quality shots. The final DMAX is therefore
a product of the base length DBASE and the shot quality:

DMAX = DBASE × (αZL + (1 − α)CL),

where α is chosen experimentally. We use α = 0.4 in our
current system.
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3.4.2 FSM – where to switch

In Sect. 3.4.1, we discussed how event generation triggers the
VD to switch cameras. In this section we discuss which camera
the VD switches to upon receiving a triggering event. Because
the slide-tracking camera’s video appears in a separate win-
dow (Fig. 3), only the lecturer-tracking, audience-tracking,
and overview cameras are dispatched by the VD.

In [11], He et al. propose a hierarchical FSM structure to
simulate a virtual cinematographer in a virtual graphics envi-
ronment. This influenced our design of the VC and VD mod-
ules. Unlike their system, our system works in the real world,
which imposes physical constraints on how we can manipu-
late cameras and people. For example, we cannot obtain a shot
from an arbitrary angle. Furthermore, although their system
can assume all the cameras are available at all times in the vir-
tual environment, our system cannot, because targets may not
be in the field of view of some cameras. This leads to greater
complexity in our VD module.

To model different camera functionalities, each camera
can have one or multiple states. In our case, the lecturer-
tracking camera has one state: Lecturer Focus; the audience-
tracking camera has three: Audience Focus, Audience Pan,
and Audience Static; and the overview camera has one:
Overview Static. Figure 6 shows this five-state FSM. When
the system enters a state, the camera associated with that state
becomes the active camera.At design stage, the designer spec-
ifies the states associated with a camera and sets of events that
cause the state to transition to other states.

Professional video editing rules can easily be encoded in
this framework. For example, a cut is more often made from
the lecturer-tracking camera to the overview camera than to
the audience-tracking camera. To encode this rule, we make
the transition probability of the former higher than that of the
latter. The following pseudocode illustrates how the system
transits from Lecturer Focus to other states:

if (CurrentState == Lecturer_Focus) {
if (the shot is not very good any more ||

the shot has been on for too long) {
GotoOtherStatesWithProbabilities(
Audience_Static, 0.2,
Audience_Pan, 0.1,
Overview_Static, 0.7);

}
}

Fig. 6. A five-state FSM

Note that when the system changes state, the transition
probabilities guide the transitions. In the case just described,
the system goes to Audience Static with probability 0.2, Au-
dience Pan with probability 0.1, and Overview Static with
probability 0.7. This provides VD designers the flexibility to
tailor the FSM to their needs. At the microscopic level, each
camera transition is random, resulting in less predictability,
which can make viewing more interesting. At the macroscopic
level, some transitions are more likely to happen than others,
following the video editing rules. Experimental results in the
next section reveal that such an FSM strategy performs well
in simulating a human director.

4 Study and professional critique of automated system

Our system has been in use for 2 years. It employs a basic set of
camera and transition management rules based on our reading
of the literature and discussions with a videographer in our
organization, and was enhanced following a study reported in
[15]. To identify weaknesses and possible enhancements, we
devised a study that involved four professional videographers
from outside our organization as well as the natural audience
for a series of talks being given in the lecture room in which
the system is deployed (Fig. 2).

The room is used on a daily basis for lectures that are
viewed by a local audience while our system automatically
broadcasts them throughout the company and digitally records
them for on-demand viewing. To compare our system against
human videographers, we restructured the lecture room so that
both a videographer and the system had four cameras avail-
able: they shared the same static overview and slide projec-
tor cameras, while each controlled separate lecturer-tracking
and audience-tracking cameras placed at similar locations.
They also used independent video mixers. A series of four
1-h lectures on collaboration technologies given by two HCI
researchers was used in the study.

Thus, there were two groups of participants in this study.
Four professional videographers, each with 3 to 12 years’ ex-
perience, were recruited from a professional video produc-
tion company. Each recorded one of the four lectures. After a
recording, we interviewed the videographer for 2 h. We asked
them what they had done during the lecture and what rules they
usually followed, pressing for details and reviewing some of
their video. They then watched and commented on part of the
same presentation as captured by our system. (They were not
told about our system in advance; all were interested in and
did not appear threatened by such a system.) They then filled
out and discussed answers to a survey covering system quality.
Finally, we asked them how they would position and operate
cameras in different kinds of rooms and with different levels
of equipment.

Employees who decided on their own initiative to watch
a lecture from their offices were asked if they were willing
to participate in an experimental evaluation. Eighteen agreed.
The interface they saw is shown in Fig. 3. The left portion
is a standard Microsoft MediaPlayer window. The outputs of
the lecturer-tracking camera, audience-tracking camera, and
overview camera were first edited by the VD and then dis-
played in this window. The output of the slide-tracking camera
was displayed to the right. Each lecture was captured simulta-
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neously by a videographer and by our system. Remote view-
ers were told that two videographers, designated A and B (see
bottom-left portion of Fig. 3), would alternate every 10 min
and were asked to pay attention and rate the two following the
lecture. A and B are randomly assigned to the videographer
and our system for each lecture. Following the lecture, they
filled out the survey discussed below.

5 Evaluation results

This section covers highlights of professionals evaluating our
system and remote audience evaluating both our system and
the professionals. The results are presented in Table 1. We
use a scale of 1–5, where 1 is strongly disagree, 2 disagree,
3 neutral, 4 agree, and 5 strongly agree. Because the answers
are in ranking order, i.e., 1–5, the WilCoxon test is used to
compare different testing conditions. The p-value in the table
indicates the probability that the comparison results are due
to random variation. The standard in psychology is that if p
is less than 0.05, then the difference is considered significant.
The first seven questions in the table relate to individual aspects
of lecture recording, and the last three questions focus on the
overall lecture-watching experience.

Individual aspects

The professionals rated our system quite well for Q4, Q5,
and Q7 (median ratings of 3.5 to 4.0; all ratings are medians
unless indicated otherwise; see Table 1 for all means). They
gave us the highest ratings for Q4 and Q5 relating to capturing
audience reactions/questions. In fact, their scores were even
higher than those given by the remote audience; among the few
exceptions in the whole survey (see Table 1) – they said many
times our system found the questioner faster than they did. Q7
related to showing lecturer gestures. Both the professionals
and the remote audience gave our system high scores of 3.5
and 4.0, respectively. They thought our system’s medium-to-
close lecturer shots caught the gestures well.

The professionals gave our system moderate scores on Q1
(shot change frequency: 2.5) and Q6 (showing facial expres-
sions: 3.0). On shot change frequency, the professionals felt

that there was a reasonably wide range based on personal pref-
erence, and we were within that range. The audience, how-
ever, significantly preferred the videographers’ shot change
frequency (p = 0.01). Some videographers did point out to
us that our shot change frequency was somewhat mechani-
cal (predictable). For Q6, because our lecturer shots were not
very tight, they covered the lecturer’s gestures well (Q7) but
were less effective in capturing the lecturer’s facial expres-
sions (Q6).

The videographers gave our system very low scores on Q2
and Q3. They were most sensitive to Q2 on framing. This is
where they have spent years perfecting their skills, and they
made comments like why was the corner of the screen showing
in the lecturer shot (Fig. 4b). This was recognized by remote
audience as well, and they thought the videographers’ framing
was significantly better than our system’s (p = 0.02).

On Q3 (following lecturer smoothly) the videographers
were critical when our system let the lecturer get out of the
frame a few times and then tried to catch up with the lecturer
again. The remote audience also recognized this, and they
thought the videographers’ lecturer tracking was significantly
better than our system’s (p = 0.01).

Overall experience

Individual aspects of lecture-recording practice are important,
but the overall experience is even more important to the end
users. We asked three overall quality questions. Q8 put less
emphasis on aesthetics and asked the evaluator to rank the
statement “The operator did a good job of showing me what I
wanted to watch.” The professionals gave our system a score
of 3.0, and the remote audience gave us their highest score
of 4.0. One of the professionals said, “Nobody running the
camera . . . this is awesome . . . just the concept is awesome.”
Another said, “It did exactly what it was supposed to do . . . it
documented the lecturer, it went to the questioner when there
was a question.”

Our second overall question (Q9) had greater emphasis on
aesthetics and asked the evaluator to rank the statement “Over-
all, I liked the way the operator controlled the camera.” The
videographers clearly disagreed with our proposition, giving a
score of 2.0. In detailed discussion, lack of aesthetic framing,

Table 1. Survey results. We used a 1–5 scale, where 1 is strongly disagree, 2 disagree, 3 neutral, 4 agree, and 5 strongly
agree. The p-values refer to comparisons of the third and fourth (regular audience rating) columns using a Wilcoxon
test. Results shown as: median (mean)

Survey questions Profess. evaluate Audience evaluate Audience evaluate p-value
system system profess.

1. Shot change frequency 2.5 (2.8) 3.0 (2.6) 4.0 (3.4) 0.01
2. Framed shots well 1.5 (1.8) 3.0 (2.7) 4.0 (3.6) 0.02
3. Followed lecturer smoothly 2.0 (2.0) 2.0 (2.3) 4.0 (3.5) 0.01
4. Showed audience questioner 3.5 (3.5) 3.0 (2.8) 2.0 (2.7) 0.73
5. Showed audience reaction 4.0 (3.5) 2.0 (2.3) 2.0 (2.3) 1.00
6. Showed facial expression 3.0 (2.8) 2.5 (2.8) 3.0 (3.2) 0.23
7. Showed gestures 3.5 (3.2) 4.0 (3.2) 4.0 (3.5) 0.06
8. Showed what I wanted to watch 3.0 (3.2) 4.0 (3.4) 4.0 (3.9) >0.05
9. Overall quality 2.0 (2.0) 3.0 (2.8) 4.0 (3.8) <0.01
10. As compared with previous experience 1.5 (1.5) 3.0 (3.1) 3.0 (3.6) 0.11
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smooth tracking of lecturer, and semantically motivated shot
cuts were the primary reasons given. The remote audience also
clearly preferred the overall quality of video from the profes-
sionals (p < 0.01), while giving our system a neutral score of
3.0.

Our third overall question (Q10) focused on how the qual-
ity compared to their previous online experiences. The audi-
ence thought the quality of both our system and the profes-
sionals was equivalent to their previous experiences, giving
scores of 3.0.

It is interesting to note that, although the ratings on the
individual aspects of our system were low, the ratings of our
system’s overall quality were about neutral or higher as judged
by the end users – they never gave a > 4.0 score even for pro-
fessionals. These ratings provide evidence that our system was
doing a good job satisfying a remote audience’s basic lecture-
watching need. Given that many organizations do not have
the luxury of deploying professionals for recording lectures –
e.g., most Stanford online lectures are filmed by undergradu-
ate students – the current system can already be of significant
value.

6 Detailed rules and technology feasibility

Most existing systems are not based on systematic study of
video production rules or the corresponding technical feasi-
bility. The high-level rules employed in our previous effort
proved insufficiently comprehensive [15]. In this section we
consider detailed rules for video production based on inter-
views with professional videographers (represented as A, B,
C, and D). We also analyze automation feasibility employing
current state-of-the-art technologies.

6.1 Camera positioning rules

The professionals generally favored positioning cameras about
2 m from the floor, close to eye level but high enough to
avoid being blocked by people standing or walking. How-
ever, A and C felt that ceiling-mounted cameras, as used in
our room, were acceptable as well. A also liked our podium-
mounted audience-tracking camera.All videographers wanted
audience-tracking cameras in the front of the room and
lecturer-tracking cameras in the back. However, with the
podium toward one side of the room, two videographers (A
and B) preferred direct face-on camera positioning and two (C
and D) preferred positioning from an angle (shown in Fig. 5a).
Summarized as rules for camera positioning:

Rule 1.1. Place cameras at the best angle to view the target.
This view may be straight on or at a slight angle.

Rule 1.2. Lecturer-tracking and overview cameras should be
close to eye level but may be raised to avoid obstructions from
audience.

Rule 1.3. Audience-tracking cameras should be high enough
to allow framing of all audience area seating.

Two rules important in filming were also discussed:

Rule 1.4. A camera should avoid a view of another camera.
This rule is essential in film, and it is distracting if a videogra-
pher is visible behind a camera. But a small camera attached

to the podium or wall may not be distracting, and one in the
ceiling can be completely out of view. Two of the videogra-
phers noted that they followed this rule, but the other two did
not. A in particular noted that our podium-mounted audience-
tracking camera, although in range of the lecturer-tracking
camera, was unobtrusive.

Rule 1.5. Camera shots should avoid crossing “the line of
interest” – This line can be the line linking two people, the
line a person is moving along, or the line a person is facing
[1]. For example, if a shot of a subject is taken from one side
of the line, subsequent shots should be taken from the same
side [1]. It was noted by the videographers that rule 1.5 did
not apply in our setting because the cameras did not focus on
the same subject.

6.2 Lecturer tracking and framing rules

Rule 2.1. Keep a tight or medium head shot with proper space
(half a head) above the head. The videographers all noted
failures of our system to center the lecturer properly, failing
to provide the proper 10 to 15 cm of space above the head and
sometimes losing the lecturer entirely (Fig. 7). They differed
in the tightness of shots on the lecturer, though; two got very
close despite the greater effort to track movement and risk of
losing a lecturer who moves suddenly.

Rule 2.2. Center the lecturer most of the time but give lead
room for a lecturer’s gaze direction or head orientation. For
example, when a lecturer points or gestures, move the cam-
era to balance the frame. A explicitly mentioned the “rule of
thirds” and B emphasized “picture composition”.

Rule 2.3. Track the lecturer as smoothly as possible, so that for
small lecturer movements camera motion is almost unnoticed
by remote audiences. As compared to our system the videog-
raphers had tremendous ability to predict the extent to which
the lecturer was going to move and they panned the camera
with butterlike smoothness.

Rule 2.4. Whether to track a lecturer or to switch to a different
shot depends on the context. For example, B said that if a lec-
turer walked over quickly to point to a slide and then returned
to the podium, he would transition to an overview shot and
then back to a lecturer shot. But if the lecturer walked over
slowly and seemed likely to remain near the slide, he would
track the lecturer.

Rule 2.5. If smooth tracking cannot be achieved, restrict the
movement of the lecturer-tracking camera to when a lecturer
moves outside a specified zone. Alternatively, they suggested
zooming out a little, so that smaller or no pans would be used.
Our lecturer framing relies partly on this strategy.

Automation feasibility

Although base-level lecturer tracking and framing rules are
achievable, as with our system, many of the advanced rules will
not be easy to address in the near-term future. For rule 2.2, real-
time eye gaze detection and head orientation estimation are
still open research problems in computer vision. For instance,
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a b

c d

Fig. 7a–d Examples of bad framing. a Not centered. b Inclusion of
screen edge. c Too much headroom. d Showing an almost empty
audience shot

for eye gaze detection, an effective technique is the two IR light
sources used in the IBM BlueEye project [29]. Unfortunately,
such a technique is not suitable in this application.

For rules 2.1–2.4, the system must have a good predic-
tive model of the lecturer’s position and movements, and the
pan/tilt/zoom camera must be smoothly controllable. Unfor-
tunately, neither is easily satisfied. Because the wide-angle
sensing camera has a large field of view, it has very limited
resolution of the lecturer. Given the low resolution, existing
techniques can only locate the lecturer roughly. In addition,
current tracking cameras on the market, e.g., Sony’s EVI D30
or Canon’s VC-C3, do not provide smooth tracking in the
absolute position mode. Given the above analysis, instead of
completely satisfying all the rules, we focus on rule 2.5 and
implement others as much as possible.

6.3 Audience tracking and framing rules

All videographers agreed on the desirability of quickly show-
ing an audience member who commented or asked a question
if that person could be located in time. Beyond that they dif-
fered. At one extreme, B cut to an audience for comedic reac-
tions or to show note taking or attentive viewing. In contrast,
D avoided audience reaction shots and favored returning to the
lecturer quickly after a question was posed. Thus, agreement
was limited to the first two of these rules:

Rule 3.1. Promptly show audience questioners. If unable to
locate the person, use a wide audience shot or remain with
lecturer.

Rule 3.2. Do not show relatively empty audience shots. (See
Fig. 4d for a violation by our system.)

Rule 3.3. Occasionally show local audience members for sev-
eral seconds even if no one asks a question.

B, perhaps the most artistically inclined, endorsed rule 3.3.
He favored occasional wide shots and slow panning shots of
the audience; the duration of pans varied based on how many

people were seated together. The other videographers largely
disagreed, arguing that the goal was to document the lecture,
not the audience. However, A and C were not dogmatic: the
former volunteered that he liked our system’s audience pan
shots a lot, and the latter said he might have panned the audi-
ence on occasion if it had been larger. The strongest position
was that of D, who said of our system’s occasional panning
of the audience, “You changed the tire correctly, but it was not
flat.”

As noted in the previous section, our system was relatively
highly rated on the audience shots by the remote viewers and
even more highly rated by the professionals. For one thing,
when the professionals were unfamiliar with the faces, voices,
and habits of the audience, our system was faster in locating
questioners.

Automation feasibility

Our sophisticated SSL technique allows the audience-tracking
camera to promptly focus on the talking audience member
most of the time. However, detecting “comedic reactions” or
“attentive viewing”, as B suggested, is another story. It requires
content understanding and emotion recognition, which are still
open research problems.

On the other hand, detecting roughly how many people
there are to avoid “empty audience shots” may not be very
difficult. For example, if the lighting is sufficient, face detec-
tion algorithms may tell us the number of people. If the light-
ing is not sufficient, by cumulating the number of SSL results
over time, we can also get a rough estimate of the number of
audience members.

6.4 Shot transition rules

Some videographers thought our system maintained a good
rate of shot change; others thought it changed shots too fre-
quently. This is of course tied to rule 3.3, discussed above. D
further commented, “. . . keep the shots mixed up so (view-
ers) can’t totally predict . . . .” All the videographers felt that
there should be minimum and maximum durations for shots to
avoid distracting or boring viewers, although in practice they
allow quite long (up to a few minutes) medium-close shots of
the lecturer.

Rule 4.1. Maintain reasonably frequent shot changes,
though avoid making the shot change sequences mechani-
cal/predictable.

Rule 4.2. Each shot should be longer than a minimum dura-
tion, e.g., 3 ∼ 5 s, to avoid distracting viewers.

Rule 4.3. The typical to maximum duration of a shot may vary
quite a bit based on shot type. For instance, it can be up to a
few minutes for lecturer-tracking shots and up to 7–10 s for
overview shots. For audience shots the durations mentioned
are in the range of 4–10 s for a static shot where no question is
being asked, or the duration of the whole question if a question
is being asked, and for panning shots the duration varies based
on the number of people that the pan covers (slow enough so
that viewers can see each person’s face).
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Rule 4.4. Shot transitions should be motivated.

Rule 4.5. A good time for a transition is when a lecturer fin-
ishes a concept or thought or an audience member finishes a
question.

Shot changes can be based on duration, e.g., rule 4.3, but
more advanced shot changes are based on events. Unmotivated
shot changes, as in a random switch from the lecturer-tracking
to the overview camera, can “give the impression that the di-
rector is bored”. As noted above, opinions differed as to what
can motivate a transition. Emergencies do motivate shifts to
the overview camera such as when the lecturer-tracking cam-
era loses track of the lecturer or the audience-tracking camera
is being adjusted.

Interestingly, the overview camera can be used not only as
a safety backup but also to capture gestures and slide content.
In fact, B zoomed in the overview camera a little during the
talk to cover the lecturer and provide readable slides, although
we requested that they avoid manipulating the shared overview
camera. In summary:

Rule 4.6. An overview shot is a good safety backup.

Rule 4.7. An overview shot can frame a lecturer’s gestures
and capture useful information (e.g., slide content).

If the overview camera is a static camera, there is a tradeoff
between rules 4.6 and 4.7. If the camera is too zoomed in, it
will not serve as a safety backup; but if it is too zoomed out,
the shot is less interesting and slides less readable.

Rule 4.8. Don’t make jump cuts – when transitioning from
one shot to another, the view and number of people should
differ significantly. Our system occasionally switched from
a zoomed-out wide lecturer view to a similar shot from the
overview camera. That was an example of “jump cuts” and
appeared jarring.

Rule 4.9. Use the overview camera to provide establishing
and closing shots. The professionals disagreed over the value
of overview shots at the beginning and end of a lecture. A
explicitly avoided them and D explicitly endorsed them.

Automation feasibility

Maintaining minimum/maximum shot duration and good shot
transition pace is relatively easy. Similarly, by carefully incor-
porating the camera’s zoom level, we can avoid “jump cuts”.
However, for “motivated shot transitions”, current techniques
can only provide a partial solution. For example, we can eas-
ily estimate if a lecturer moves a lot or not to determine if
we should cut to an overview shot. It would be nice if we
could detect if a lecturer is pointing to the screen, which is a
good time to make motivated transitions. As for detecting if a
lecturer is finishing his/her thoughts, that is an extremely dif-
ficult problem. It requires high-accuracy speech recognition
in a noisy environment and real-time natural language under-
standing, both requiring years of research. However, we could
provide a partial solution – we can detect if the lecturer is talk-
ing. This way, at least we will not make a transition when the
lecturer is still talking.
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Fig. 8. a Medium-sized lecture room camera position (R1C3).
b Large auditorium camera position (R2C3). c Meeting room cam-
era position (R3C3). The three room configurations. White cameras
are lecturer-tracking/overview units, black cameras are audience-
tracking units. Letters indicate the different videographers’ choices.
Slide cameras are implicit – they just capture the screens

7 Generalization to different settings

Our discussion so far has focused on a medium-sized lec-
ture room with multiple cameras. We would like to accom-
modate different lecture venues and different levels of tech-
nology investment. We asked the videographers how the rules
and camera setup would change in different environments.
We asked them to consider three common venue types: (R1)
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medium-sized lecture room (∼ 50 people), (R2) large audi-
torium (∼ 100+ people), and (R3) small meeting room (∼
10–20 people). For the small meeting room, we are interested
in the presentation scenario than the discussion scenario. The
arrangements are shown in Fig. 5. We asked them to also con-
sider three levels of technology investment: (C1)A single dual-
function lecturer-tracking plus overview camera (such as our
lecturer-tracking camera with its wide-angle camera on top);
(C2) two cameras – C1 plus a slide/screen-capturing camera;
and (C3) three cameras – C2 plus an audience-tracking cam-
era. This leads to nine combinations (R1–R3 × C1–C3). For
simplicity, we use RnCm to represent the case where camera
configuration Cn is used in the lecture room Rm.

7.1 Camera positioning

Figure 8 shows camera positions proposed by videographers
A, B, C, and D. When the audience camera or slide camera
was not present, the videographers did not suggest changing
the position of the lecturer-tracking/overview camera, so cases
R1C3, R2C3, and R3C3 cover all nine combinations.

The layout in Fig. 5a (R1C3) represents the lecture room
where our system is installed. The videographers’ assessment
of it was described in the previous section – for instance, the
differing preferences for face-on and angled views of a lec-
turer.

For the auditorium (5b: R2C3), there was little change. It
was noted that, because the lecturer-tracking cameras were at
a greater distance, they could be higher from the floor.

In the meeting room (5c: R3C3), the audience faces
different directions and the cameras are closer to the peo-
ple, leading to more changes. When needed, the lecturer-
tracking/overview camera can also be used to show half of
the audience. A and B placed the audience-tracking camera
to view the other half of audience, and C’s ceiling-mounted
camera could view them all. D only captured half the audience
face-on. D’s placement avoided cameras viewing one another
and eliminated some violations of “the line of interest” rule, as
did B’s interesting choice. This variability may reflect that this
is a less common professional setting; it also suggests greater
flexibility for automated systems.

7.2 Shots and transitions

We discussed the shots and transitions for configuration R1C3.
Based on our interviews with the professionals, most rules for
R1C3 generalize to R2C3 and R3C3. A major exception is the
meeting room (R3C3), where the audience-tracking camera
often can only see half of the audience. The videographers sug-
gested two possible actions when a person in such a blind zone
asks a question:Avoid transitioning to an audience shot, or use
the lecturer-tracking camera to cover the shot if it can, using
the overview camera as the transition. In the latter case, the se-
quence would subsequently be reversed: audience to overview
to lecturer. Recall that the lecturer-tracking/overview cam-
era is a dual-function unit – the top static camera providing
overview shots while the bottom camera is pan/tilt/zoom con-
trollable.

For all three rooms, the rules for case C2 were similar to
those in C3. However, with the audience camera unavailable in

C2, there were a few rule suggestions for audience shots. One
was to simply ignore audience shots. The other was to use the
lecturer-tracking camera to cover the audience when possible,
with the following shot transitions: lecturer to overview to
audience to overview to lecturer.

For all three rooms, case C1 is the most challeng-
ing because the videographers had to rely on the lecturer-
tracking/overview dual-function unit to cover lecturer, slide,
and audience. Using case C2 as a reference, the rule changes,
mostly on how to capture slides, are as follows:

• Adjust the position of the overview camera if possible
to cover both slides and lecturer more evenly. Use the
lecturer-tracking camera to capture the lecturer, and switch
to the overview camera at the slide transitions.

• Use the lecturer-tracking camera mostly to capture the lec-
turer, but also to capture slides at slide transitions. Switch
to the overview camera when the lecturer-tracking camera
is adjusting between the lecturer and the slides.

To summarize this section, three findings make the generaliza-
tion of our system to other room and camera configurations
easy. First, adding/deleting a camera normally will not af-
fect the positioning of existing cameras. Second, for all three
rooms, downgrading the equipment investment from C3 to C2
or C1 requires only a few well-defined rule changes. Third, the
camera positioning and rules for the auditorium (R2) and meet-
ing room (R3) are similar to those for the well-studied lecture
room (R1). These findings should enable other practitioners
to construct systems for their environments.

8 Concluding remarks

We described the technology and features of a lecture room
automation system that is in daily use and its assessment by
viewers and professional videographers. To enable researchers
and practitioners to build on the results, we presented de-
tailed video production rules and analyzed their automation
feasibility. Advanced rules will require considerable further
research, but basic rules that can be realized today may suffice
to cover lectures when professional camera operation and edit-
ing are unavailable. Requests to use our system are evidence
of a strong perceived need.

We also apply rules for different room and camera con-
figurations, finding that the changes are few and well defined.
However, the fact that professional videographers do differ to
some extent in applying rules indicates that there is flexibil-
ity, which is grounds for optimism. Successful lecture room
automation could have a major impact on how people attend
and learn from lectures. The hardware cost for such systems is
already reasonable and is dropping. By eliminating the need to
hire human videographers in some cases, more presentations
can be made accessible online in a range of settings.
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